the available coastline
of the veil

an introduction to

Limited Fork Poetics:

the study of interacting language
systems

this LFP tour focuses on the visual
metaphor of juxtaposition & identifies
unexpected values of unexpected
shared spaces

photos and text
by Thylias Moss

the available coastline of the veil
an introduction to

Limited Fork Poetics

LFP

the study of interacting language systems (visual [including text], sonic, tactile, olfactory)
in which poetry (a means of considering experience in any or in multiple areas) becomes
a complex adaptive system useful in the making of and remaking of

Poams and poams

—Poam: boundary product of an act of making;
poam: contained product of an act of making—

( useful for other purposes also, including navigation of infinities [of experience], both intersecting &
nonintersecting infinities, all of them the same size and within LFP )
text and photographs © Thylias Moss

LFP Tour Locator: page 1
offering no more than an iota of what page as host
of a Limited Fork Event can manifest. Poams
( boundary products of an act of making ) & poams
( contained products ) visit an LFP landscape

Tunnel of Love Vision

( caution: interacting systems at work )

( probe path ) ( cadence alley )
(in & out [of] sight into / out of the nature of some LFP interactions)

LFP Tour page 2

that acknowledges the variability
of epicenter of poetic event ( any location
can become center, can be contained
by, can contain [ specified & unspecified ] center )

Receptionists at the Bureau of Unstated Affairs
( satisfied customers )

Also: a catalog of persistence

Cherokee Gateway

( study in irrepressibility
—Michigan arm of the trail )

Also: a catalog of persistence

Station 3 in the LFP Tour
where the landscape is also the
address of activitation of generations
of the P(p)oam

[ these are cadences ]

models of LFP interacting language systems

the arrangement of the systems being

made by three students of Limited Fork Poetics
( Sara, Betsy, Laurel )

the unplanned interactions of placement & arrangement
during the moment in which the models arrived
in the gallery (the planning of [an occasion for] coincidence)

a stab at elegant collapse
a stab at elegance itself
once collapse collapses
[ breakdown cadences ]

Metaphor shuttle service:
terminal 4 of the LFP visual metaphor Intro Tour

dedicated to the art of failure and
dedicated to the Science of the Impossible
which is not included in the possible art of failure

The Irresitible Aprtitude for Infiltration

[ the fruitfulness of relocation strategies]
( metaphor as matchmaker )
[ cadences of juxtaposition

from the lattice lab ]

a branch of, a wing of imminent possibility of merger
having to become, to keep becoming, written,
rewritten by each moment with something to say:
system coding: check out the flexible fire hydrant

[Limited Fork Poetics ~ Limited

Fork Poetics ~ Limited Fork Poetics ]

—opportunity to explore something I was trying to omit —it might be good, might not, to fall into a pit of
omission, but how else to fall into one, how else to access it that way? To fall into it, not leap, not be
thrown, etc. In some ways, on some scale, I fell into LFP, the expansion of it, implication of it,
consequence of it —I didn’t know the LFP rules and predictions (governed by the rules) when I fell into
them as a consequence of my trying to leap out of certain understandings becoming dead ends for me,
and I wanted to remain a maker, become a maker more responsive to the un[re]folding of worlds [and
more responsive to resulting memory creases], the correct and erroneous discoveries of the many territories
of development, ~[the luscious curvaceousness of manifest existence] [infinte scale up & down time & terrain]~
so I had to leap off the dead end that wasn’t supporting what I perceived to be weight, and here I am:
still on an edge, still on a surface, this one infinite (as was the other, but for me that infinity had become
an infinite stability or a static infinity that is as large as the LFP infinity which surrounds the static infinity
of other understandings of poetry in a way that allows awareness of, existence of islands of static infinity
and many other infinities without static infinity necessarily being aware of the LFP infinity in which it,
static, is but speck: a dot on one of the i's in limitation —cloaked without knowing of the cloaking by
Limited Fork Poetics which is known for its hospitality; it might even be understood as candidate for
Source (since it contains it) (the Poam wrapper) of static infinities of understandings of poetry—

Limited Fork Intro page 5 with a coastline
still dedicated to the art of failure
( contains & at times is contained by
the loveliness of lattices when seen through / as
forms of mesh

[ funnel cake comes here, burqa ]

Exquisite Ribcage of Ever-diminishing / Ever-extending Heart

The Recurring Status of Resonance
(eccentric spine dome) (the age of bon[e] voyage)
[ these are also cadences ]

[ and lattice laboratory assistants ]

Confluence of Ways and Means

( romancing the possibility of trapezoids )
( disseminating and assembling notions of occupancy )
( finishing the lines: once a parallel story )

Also: a catalog of persistence

before & after arrival of the acrobat
[ a form of lattice ]

tricks of/with/on behalf of an acrobatic eye:
praise the design of being able to perceive
illusion —even if the perceiver is blind, that part of...

...vision succeeds :

I'm a little teapot
The writing of me is on the wall of concrete
parking structure resting on shadow staircase
[cling factors / surface tension / strange attractors]

Combined Essence of Head - Light Bulb Bowling Pin

( cadence fortress factory )

(necessarily bald in order to be essence)
( soon the stylist comes with curly cures )

Uncrushable ( king ) Cotton Leaf & Fiber

( the truth of what happens
when buying into interacting systems:
50x magnification of gains & losses )
generative factors

[ cedences ]

Page 6 of the LFP Intro to an available coastline

in which the unpinnable
is pinpointed
Also: abstract of the acrobatics of substance

More Loveliness of Evolving Lattices

in

(momentary status of alignment properties: a loyalty
test)
The Precision of Coincidence
The Reliability of Accidental Aggregate
System Placement Analysis after [ pursuit of ] Facts

The Phenomenal Life

of the Tree of Shadow Straddling
Flatness and Photosynthetic
Effervescence
aka The 2D/3D Tree of Deciduous Exception

Page 7 of the LFP Intro and available coastline
begins with a fall in which direction is open

[ a statement that showcases some of the
beautifully ( often ) uncontrolled imagination
used to process, experience, shape interaction ]

Spotlight on Headliners
I spy connections
I spy ( forms of ) repetitions of ( forms of )

patterns

( cadences )

on

Twin Cities:

Twin Energies

a Page of pages

from

the Incomplete Encyclopedic Mosaic
[ cadence palettes ]

LFP Intro & available coastline page 8

in which living buzzing acrobatic stubble

outfits me

and becomes at some point

acrobatic stubble of debris —I love this

The Rendezvous of Vertical Alleys

( the geometry of inclinations, point and shoot variation )
( 7-megapixel Nikon digital images of what I am able to capture
while interacting just outside a border, just inside
another )

AMBASSADORS OF INTERACTION

a landscape (P[p]oam) of interacting language systems
via Protocol Map, page eight of which, the last captured
during active stabs at capturing the map,
is shown ( at far left of )

here

( Lattice Laboratory )

some Rules of Clouds & Agency

Cumulus Maxima with Blocked Saginaw

THE BRANCH FAMILY REUNION
( a volume catcher )

THE BRANCH FAMILY REUNION

( a cadence catcher )

( the lattice lab's meaning factory )

( structure forms & reforms )

( the necessary scaffolding for translation )
( memoirs of the elegant hammerstrokes of rays )

( desirable consequences of obstructions to illumination )
( etiquette enhancement in the lattice laboratory )

The Rise of Emphasis ( a girdle

Bipedal Evolution of the Shadow

of cadence )

also: Street Tiger

EELS

enter the cadence mine

the surfaces below the surfaces

[ EELS — Enhanced ELectronic Scaffolding system ]

forking person

Lifting Michigan Weights in Chicago
—once she got upon a tine, the tine was also
upon her. It's the Time of Tines

and the tines of time

THE CONTINUED DOMINATION OF CADENCES
that's still impossible now?

The Surface Below the Surface of a bridge
that connects surfaces & allows
bypassing ( omission )

of other surfaces

[ LFP is free to use; take what you can from it, make
what you can

within limits ]

Boundary Activity
( zones of activity accessed via a 50x USB
microspoce form of Limited Fork
attached to a 15" Powerbook
that has been replaced by a 17" Powerbook )

( my closed eye's lash
my trout's open eye )

to hood

Mergers

--sensitive material , will respond to time //\\//\\ extended Merger

sponsored by the neighborhood limited fork
( some of the scaffolding also shown [ in this book ] in light of
the possible gentleness of evolution: nudge, whisper shell, gauze
of early light ragged through ragged leaves.

flitter clap ) time--

sponsored by the extending neighborhood limited fork
(some of the scaffolding also shown —the bones, the fixtures can
be internal Poams, inner boundary
[ skeletal lattice ]
( around which what can develop, develops —cling )

model ( of )

Moment

in the lives of

the 50x scale
always present
( frequently unacknowledged )
( colored pencil shaving shown with urchin relic )

Situations of Surface Showcase

50x graphite debris from sharpening a pencil

as vision spike
to assist how 50x trout eye is seen
how

( sees )

( might be difficult to hear this as it is now )

Situations of Surface Showcase
[ fish eye captured with normal lens ]
( intricate bite mark, chunk out of sight )

Reaching Contemplation of Combustibility

Accepting an Offer to Burn

a situation of surface

( a form of handshake )

[ offered in partial fulfillment of lattice lab studies ]

( a form of cadence )

( neighborhood of hot sticks beat a hot drum )

Accessing Ratio in Golden time of day
( the hand as roots of the fork tree )

the measurement of Access [ fork gauge ]
—whatever is in reach [ fork-powered access to
empowerment of distortion ] [ mutable meaning ]

The Power

to make connections
on all scales simultaneously
[ scenes evolving from the lattice lab ]

Becoming the Other

in margins where surfaces touch

( the unlikelihood of sure-thing identity
beyond being sure there's a thing )

Situations of Surface Showcase:

Crystal Formation

( heel skin crystals form at 50x )
( cadences of activity ) —

Casket Rose
( as extension of crystals; the next generation )

( a flower of 50x healing )
— ( the flower can also be seen on / throughout Tokyo Butter )

Situation of Surface Showcase

no magnification
other than a taste for the glorification of perception

the fork runs with the calf

Light's ( sometimes [ often with distance ] )

Elegant Dice present Throw-down
right out / right onto the windows
into a situation of surface

a blended tractor / vintage abandoned
Cadillac family
comments on the future

fathoming the union of drawbridge
foundation

( the surface down there )

( shot in the dark
with camera set to infinity )

and

decorative ordinary utensils

still ( a relative term ) in my mother's kitchen

( a love of hybrids supported in part by
the hybrid my parents made
— my father a [ known ] racial hybrid )
— my father a [ known ] cadence of being )

Merged Situation of Surface
( meeting here for the first time — love at first
connection, match made with a limited fork

( a barrel or two

of long-rooted shadow

shown with appetite for parallel parking )
( Ansted's red-toed Timberland Boot refuses
total omission

[ lower right intrusion/assertion ] )

Merger-made device

that did help transport me

( Limited Fork Poetics is an equal opportunities
for geometric anomalies employer )

( Driving the Cadence Wagon )

an otherwise impossible machine
which my shadow operates
( abstract of the Institute for Abnormal Geometries )

Persistence of
The Situation of Surface

Convocation of

Tine Hubs

The Welcoming of unintended results
of an LFP in-class experiment by a Physics major —
layers of situations of surfaces: Nate writing on

cut transparency on overhead projector

over projection on the same screen

of an internet page from the Program in
Poetics at SUNY-Buffalo.
Jet as particle (a system of writing flight, ambition)

in the beautyshop of benign vortices

Betsy's night devil

( LFP class MFA project )

( the possible and impossible situation of surface
at the same time, in the same location )

( a situation of surface's acquisition of volume )

Unintended Consequences of an

uncut interaction

with an overhead projector & a web page promising innovation
in the Poetics Program at SUNY-Buffalo
—these are pages in an emerging book written in alphabets
emerging as language systems interact in Limited Fork Poetics

The Activity of Machinery Seldom Seen

Electrifying the

Triad Notation Skirt ( shown at right )

( the history of illuminated music )
( the prominence of the role of transmission & reception )
( cadence sweep )

( prelude to music that can't be heard here )

( line of sight: radiant attraction )
( all's quiet on the visual front of these surfaces )

Root Blanket Trio
The Arrogance of Dominoes
( an act of feeling concrete )
support for Ambassadors Bridging Interactions

The Flattenning of The Moon
( close up of fork with cadence of interlocked tines )
(this was bound to happen the moment it happened )
[ unlocking the lattice lab vaults ]

(do-si-do, swing your partner, tessellate all

while

Descending into Purification of the Image)
( Poam by poam by Poam ) ( welcome mats )
(landing in the nets of eccentric polyhedra)

Sedan de Ville remains with Mack School entrance :
( transcript of the ragged beauty of a close look at the changing —

[ the implication of bold —

: The Cadence of the Sharing of Illumination
— wall of visual endowment )

—tactile cedences, especially in Braille estimates of these visuals]

Cross(over) Eyes
visual cross pollination via interaction

a trout tackles the cadences of mannequin vision
and creates spectacles

( also: another fulfillment of fish-eyed len[d]s )

( some visual nudging in situations of surfaces )

Entry into the 9th Page of the LFP Intro & available
coastline in which fine nudging ( and other kinds )

is under way ( possibly also under weigh &
whey ), Also: abstract of the acrobatics of
substance & an archive of interim structure

10th position of LFP: Introductory Homage
to some of the (beautiful [opinion] only) raggedness:
a statement that showcases some of the imagination
used in shaping imagination, range of possibilities
—beautiful process with beautiful [& other] outcomes

The Simultaneous Decline and Persistence of Chicken

in the presence of movement toward a justification of
love of boundaries becoming preference

( momentary status of alignment properties )

( cadence field

day )

The Precision of Coincidence
The Reliabilityof Accidental Aggregate
(visual treatise on belonging: having a [changing] place; value of)

something to like ( or respond to another way ) is the
instant gratification of instantaneous access available
when navigating metaphor: some metaphor splits to
connect more than two things, maybe more than two
at both ends: Chasing UberBoundaries on page 11

nudged. (depends)
The skill of that which, the success of that which, the motivation of that which
nudges, that which becomes a profound or otherwise impressive acrobat varies
widely.
(depends)
With small enough increment, the increment that would like to miss nothing,
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE PERIMETER [coastline] OF ONE OF THE WINGS OF
THE ACROBAT

BECOMES INFINITE,

impossible to complete, so the one

trying to miss nothing, misses even more profoundly, failing so beautifully it is
almost divine failure (which would need to be infinite)

by
Thylias Moss,

beside
Thylias Moss,

between
Thylias Moss,

over
Thylias Moss,

under
Thylias Moss,

behind
Thylias Moss,

besides
Thylias Moss,

instead of
Thylias Moss,

through
Thylias Moss

there is access to Limited Fork Poetics
by Thylias Moss

Situations of Surface

A Cotton Tree Forking

Driver To Maxima's Right caught Not Thinking of the Kapok
or Ceiba Tree: tallest tree of the Amazon. I've heard it can produce

along a road connecting nations. I think of the Kapok that grows
around ceiba seeds; I think of my son's North American Bear Co

magnificent thorns; suggestion of magnified thorn frames (extends
front bumper) of a car on a highway with me, same direction to

stuffed hippo made in China. Merce is softer than these thoughts.

different outcomes, feedback in his lane different from my lane

Miller Road wood pile during warmest winter
on record as perfect partner with Sara's LFP project
of spiraling parallel galactic language systems
to form a new form of jellyfish

available only here

( form

of bagpipe evolution )

( swag style )

50x Whelk nonstop Intelligence Service
( the train that thoughts ride
into and out of the mannequin's head )
the mannequin's armored brain as think tank

the aura of artificial hair's artificial
intelligence
( Situation of Surface: the aptitude for unification )
( the lattice lab extends an invitation )

OFFAL : Opportunities For Fellowship Among Lattices

two-way, four-way, through-way traffic supported

except for that which seeks the path that collides
with roadblocks that double
as the framework supporting exchange

Lattice Laboratory Gateways

also: the private aspirations of harps
( public variations )
( a related case can be made for baskets )

WING & PRAYER
forge a diamond between them

the apotheosis of a vandalized Cadillac circa the Disco Era

[ clear aura of sedan de ville stigmata ]
( seeing the mirage & seeing through it at the same time )

—see the drape of the crystal robe, the (partially) untucked
crystal wings in the elegant break-path ( transparent )

( glass-trapped alien angel )

—see the centered bowed helmeted glass head with pointed chin

—see the glinting barrettes on the sides of the headdress

Long shot of Snow Devil

( ram-suited )

( his long horns recede into the limits of distance
of this page of landscape )

( also: the temporary atlas of prior & real states )

in the front & on each side of center:
the snow devil's heavy eyes
at the edge of foreground: snow devil claws
hang onto inclusion
( also: the

available coastline of the veil )

The Brink of Unintended Magnificence
as unintended consequence of the surface's aptitude

The Coronation of Humpty Dumpty

for unification, discovered in the shared sky of Michigan & Canada
&after dissipation of a storm left clouds in need of alternative
ambition

( also: the

available coastline of the veil

)

( pure effects of being neighbors

[ side-kicked ];

no manipulation besides moving in, being next to )

LFP [ and the lattice laboratory ] honors:

The Curved Branch of Miller Road
during the crowning moment in a strange Michigan
winter: 50 degrees Fahrenheit, 10 degrees Celsius,
283.15 degrees Kelvin, 509.67 degrees Rankine,

and 509.67 (mirror-mirror) degrees Fahrenheit
above Kelvin's 0: the zero that is absolute:
the lowest temperature theoretically possible.
LFP [ and the lattice laboratory ] celebrates:

The Surface's Aptitude for Unification

Situations of Surface
( with robin's egg tribute )

( some of what hatches in )

Sidewalk Bird's Nest

paired with insect's wing's 50x clear homage to the
honeycomb and the structure of a slice of magnified bread
[ from the lattice laboratory visual insight series ]

( wing contains highlights of the spirit of the beehive:
& wing contains evidence of my longing for the film the spirit of the
beehive [el espiritu de la colmena] by Victor Erice to come out on
DVD; in post civil war Spain, a leaded arched window on girls who
see James Whale's 1931 Frankenstein, & a tramp of their own

Curb & Toilet Paper Cohabitate : the glossy surface of their affair

Situation of Surface: an aptitude for unification
( also: the exposing of metaphor's penchant
for instantaneous gratification via instantaneous transformation
as a means, also, of instantaneous matter tansfer )

The Rockfish of Whole Foods Market
on Washtenaw
in association with the 50x scan of a botanical
remnant salvaged at the mouth of devotion

Indigenous Population of a Situation of Surface
( eyes & nose from unintended consequences of
Whole Foods fresh fish display's juxtaposition of two
rockfish coupled with 50x scan of of old wallet-size
photo of Deirdre: the dead star of Tokyo Butter )

( Tokyo Butter is a 2006 collection of P(p)oams
© Thylias Moss )

The Joy of Substance
—strands of cotton candy background radiation
—the liberation of fiber

New Breed Architecture
already inhabited by attitude
[ roof-top scallop shell hair at 50x magnification
adorns sunset enhanced otherwise unmagnified
vacant building scheduled for demolition ]

[ from the lattice laboratory's visual insight series ]

My Twin Reads / Writes Herself on a Situation of Surface

Volvo as Beneficiary in a Situation of Surface

that is twice my height

involving the shadow of a fence as time-sensitive content

( my twin can navigate situations of surface
without corrective lenses; she is also obviously black

of a capsule of light opened on an irregular afternoon of
Michigan winter with temperatures appropriate for

on the concrete situation of surface

( a cool ) February somewhere in the southern hemisphere

In their entirety in the situation of surface of projected scissors:

approach poetics Pro Europe poetry the poetic
and So a B , , ; d S (

The counterpart of scissors
cutting out an illuminated path
( blazing a trail )

in a situation of surface
in which clouds are booked; read them

The Pride of the Woodpile Tribute
of clean & used cigarette butts & filters
elevating lampposts
that are also a fleet
of mechanical insect replacement wings

[ except that

this really is a woodpile

]

Rapture in a Situation of Surface

normal scale of spires & steeples nurtures the 50x
magnification of pencil shavimgs
in the devlopment of a

Limited Fork Palace

Roots of these bifurcating interacting deciduous

language systems also branch underground
in a subterranean situation of surface magnified
in this piece of a flower from Deirdre's casket
shown at 50x for access to many possibilities

of disperal; the infinte reduction of each piece
of Deirdre's disintegration in unending situations

of surface collapse into me as I collapse into

everything LFP (starting now, every moment that
becomes now) [ What

to love but ruin? --J. Derrida]

